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Item# 10003033

Item# 10004026



Built to handle the demands of medium to large size
athletic field complexes.



Rear wheel steering for tighter turning radius and
increased maneuverability.



Convenient foot operated controls provides maximum
command of the airless spray system from the comfort
of the driver’s seat.



The innovative lower deck height design optimizes the
operators line of sight for straighter and more accurate
lines.



The generous 50-gallon poly tank stripes 3 football
fields or 6 soccer fields with just one fill.



The perfect solution to quickly paint small to
medium size sports facilities.



Encompasses reliable airless spray technology and
unsurpassed quality construction for years of
dependable operation.



The integrated 2.5 gallon purge tank cleans the spraying system to eliminate clogged spray gun and hoses.



Compact design with low center of gravity provides
increased stability and control.



The 25-gallon poly tank stripes an entire football field
or up to 3 soccer fields without the inconvenience of
stopping to refill paint.
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The variable speed friction drive system allows for
increased operator control.



Equipped with a non-pulsating hydraulic airless pump to
provide even and consistent lines.



The four wheel design provides straighter lines and the
rugged construction tackles the toughest of fields.



Made with quality components and is built to last for
years.

Item# 10003031



Big league performance in a convenient, compact, and
easy to use design.



Fully adjustable 0-3000 psi pump lets you spray perfect
lines without wasting paint.



Handle mounted controls let you quickly and efficiently
stripe without time consuming and costly set up.



Quickly remove the spray gun to paint stencils and hard
to reach areas.



Newstripe’s most economical high pressure airless striper.



Stripe professional quality lines on both smooth and
uneven surfaces.



The lightweight design makes it easy to push across the
roughest athletic fields.



Built with proven airless technology that is both
dependable and easy to use.

Item# 10003566

Item# 10003947

EcoLiner™ SP Field Striping Machine


No more pushing with the easy to use variable speed friction
drive system allowing for effortless striping and increased
operator control.



Detachable spray gun with 12 foot hose to paint stencils or
hard to reach areas.



The re-circulating pump keeps the paint continually mixed
with no settling and no stopping to stir.

Item# 10004621

EcoLiner™ II Field Striping Machine


The combination of the 45 psi diaphragm pump and 4.5 hp
Subaru gas engine make for the perfect striper for athletic
fields.



5-gallon standard pail makes for quick and easy cleanup and
color changes.



All welded steel construction and quality components mean
years of quality service.

Item# 10004620

EcoLiner™ Plus Battery Powered Field Striper


Equipped with a rapid charge 120 volt plug in battery
charger.



Onboard clean water reservoir for instantaneous purging of
the spraying system.



Detachable spray gun with 10 foot hose.



Rugged and durable tires that meet the rigorous demands of
uneven turf.

Item# 10004484
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Scotsman™



Ideal for those on a tight budget who want to step up
from aerosol can markers.
The side mounted spray head adjust from 2 inch to 6
inch lines.
 A built in hand pump pressurizes the paint
 The easy to read pressure gauge lets you keep the
paint pressure exactly right.
 Optional Air and CO2 Power packs are available.
Air Power Pack Item # 10002962
CO2 Power Pack Item # 10003450

Item# 10003450

NewLiner™ HD 50 Lb & 100 lb Dry Line Marker


Made with galvanized steel material containers to
prevent rusting.



Dual welded structural steel handles and chassis
make for the most durable heavy-duty dry line field
marker available.



Lever and rod with positive stop plate for precise 2
inch or 4 inch wide lines.



The four wheel design and 10 inch pneumatic wheels
provide straighter and more accurate lines.

Item# 10001744 & 10001745

NewLiner™ 50 lb & 25 Lb Dry Line Marker

Item# 10001298 & 10001300



The original American Made infield chalkers.



Oversized foam rubber handgrips for increased
operator comfort.



8 inch Semi-Pneumatic tires



18 Month warranty.

™

Item# 10003679



Designed for use with 4-wheel drive utility vehicles.



Plow, pulverize, drag, compact and finish in just one
pass.



Quickly adjusts to your infield grooming needs without
needing any tools.



Maintain the perfect playing surface with multiple
height positions available and a pulverizing depth up to
3 inches deep.



Available in both Tow and 3-Point Hitch model.



Designed for use with garden tractors, lightweight
utility vehicles and ATV’s.



Designed to fill, level, and finish infields in a single
pass.



Quickly adjusts to your desired grooming depth.



The attached finishing brush effortlessly grooms the
playing surface and provides an attractive finish to your
infield.



For use with light weight utility vehicles and ATV’s.



Features a unique 3-section component design that
collapses for easier transportation and use.



Combines the aggressive field conditioning benefits of
heavier tractor pulled equipment with the freshly
groomed finish of hand pulled drags.



Optional Scarifier with Ballast Tray penetrates infields
up to 1 inches deep to quickly transform the roughest
infields into safe and playable surfaces.

™

Item# 10003315

™

Item# 10001592
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™

Item #3 foot 10002626
Item #6 foot 10002627



Ideal to keep your infield in optimum playing condition no
matter what the weather conditions.



Nails are placed 4 inches apart and are staggered for
optimum performance.



The Wheel Kit allows for quick and easy nail height
adjustment for the penetration depth, as well as
conveniently towing the unit from field to field.



Built from heavy gauge structural steel and industrial components. They will last for years. Available in 3 or 6ft

™

Item# 3 foot 10004485
Item # 6 foot 10004486



Is a hand pulled infield drag features a unique adjustable
scarifying blade that breaks up hard packed surfaces.



Drag mat then grooms infield surfaces to a ready to play
condition.



Reversible planner blade has smooth & serrated edge.



Built with Reinforced rubber and industrial grade material.



Available in 3 foot and 6 foot models.

Quickly and easily paint multicolored mascot stencils. These stencils allow for precise transfer of
your custom image to a variety of surfaces and are reusable.

Contact us to find out about making your logo
or mascot into a stencil.

Football Field Stencils
NCAA Hash Mark

NCAA Football Kit

Item# 10001725

Item# 10001724

Hash Mark

72 Inch Football Kit

Item# 10000223
Item# 10003339

Deluxe Hash Mark

36 Inch Football Kit

Item# 10000977

Item# 10003654

72 Inch Football
72 Inch Football
Individual Numbers Directional Arrow
(0-5)

Item# 10001709

Item# 10001843

72 Inch Football
“G”

72 Inch Bold
Block Letters

Item# 10001842 Item# 10001006
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72 Inch Breast
Cancer Ribbon

Item# 10004451

Playground Stencils
NCAA Basketball Court NCAA Basketball Court
Key

Item# 10003330

Item# 10001115

US Map

Small Item # 10001728
Medium Item# 10003676
Large Item# 10001727

NCAA Basketball 6
Foot Center Circle

NCAA Basketball
3 Point Line

Item# 10003149

Item# 10003323

Four Square

Item# 10001726

Traditional Hopscotch

Arched Hopscotch

Item# 10003336

Item# 10000448

Snail Hopscotch

Item# 10003386

Shuffle Board

Item# 10001729
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